Professionals engaged in all aspects of the manufacture, evaluation, registration or dispensing of homoeopathic substances or medicinal products now have access to a wealth of information comprising 583 monographs and 286 general texts including reagents, vehicles and excipients, analytical and the very important 54 manufacturing methods. Homoeopathic and anthroposophical manufacturing methods are included as well as the methods used in spagyrics and the production of organ-derived preparations. The analytical methods have been harmonized with the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) and the German Pharmacopoeia (DAB). Each monograph is uniformly structured, listing (wherever applicable) * description
* characteristics
* identification
* purity tests and
* assays
and providing information on the basic dosage forms and their
* manufacture
* characteristics
* identification
* purity tests
* assays and
* storage.

The loose-leaf format makes it easy for the user to keep his collection up to date.